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Basicly- it's A Christmas Carol except with the chars of Beyblade! (Guess who's Scrooge- so hard right?)
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1 - Bah Humbug.

The Saints Sheild outside: We wish you a merry christmas, we wish you a merry christmas, we wish you
a merry-

Kai: SHUT IT YOU BEGGERS! *Throws pots and pans at them*

Saint Sheilds: AH! *They run*

Kai: TYSON!

Tyson: Yes sir?!

Kai: Why is it so freaking cold in here?! Did the heater break again?!

Tyson: I think so sir...

Kai: THEN FIX IT!

Tyson: Right away sir! *Runs to get the ladder*

Kai: Mwuhahah- I love being me.

(That night)

Kai: *Yawn* Time for me to go sleepy...

Rei Ghost: Kai....

Kai: GAH! HELP- SOMEONE CALL GHOSTBUSTERS!

Rei: Shut up and don't scream like such a little girl! Anyways- Kai... You have been a very selfish jerk.
For this you will pay dearly unless you change your ways...

Kai: I changed them last month!

Rei: Kai- I didn't say Lays as in your underweir brand- I said WAYS.

Kai: Oh.

Rei: Tonight you shall be visited by three ghosts-

Kai: Does that include you in that number? Cuz if it does you should just say two ghosts.



Rei: NO. IT DOESN'T INCLUDE ME. Anyways: farewell, Kai. Fareweeeeell...*Dramatic disappearance*

Kai: See ya. Welp- that's that. *Goes to bed*

(At midnight)

BUZZ!

Kai: *Presses the snooze button on his alarm* Not yet, mom....

Kenny Ghost: Kai! Wake up!

Kai: AAH! ANOTHER GHOST!

Kenny: What- where you expecting Casper?

Kai: Forget it- what do you want?

Kenny: I'm the Ghost of Christmas Past. Come with me and I shall show you things form christmasas in
the-

Kai: *Snore*

Kenny: WAKE UP!

(A little while later)
Both of them are flying through the air.

Kenny: Okay- here's our pit stop right here.

They land in front of a building.

Kenny: Look inside Kai- tell me what you see.

Kai: OH GAWD! THIS IS THE CHRISTMAS PARTY WHERE ME AND JULIA-

Kenny: Oops! Wrong year- sorry! *Pulls him away*



2 - Little Maxy

Kenny: Okay- here we are. Look inside- remember this place?Kai: Um...not really...Kenny: -.-; Okay- a
long time ago before you became such a jerk you used to work here.Kai: Oh yeah! I forgeted.Kenny:
Look at that girl you're dancing with- remember her?Kai: Um...Mary?Kenny: -.-;Kai: ...Rebecca?Kenny:
Meena! >___< I mean what's INSIDE the house!Kia: Oh- some people. Oh geez- what's wrong with that
one kid? Looks like his leg got run over by s sixteen-wheeler!Luna: That's little Maxy. Tyson and his wife
Hillary's youngest son- he needs proper care for the leg but you don't pay Tyson enough to get a
doctor!Kai: Mwuhaha- I know.Luna: >_< *Sigh* Okay- my shift's over! See ya! *Poof*Kai: *Back in his
bed again* CAN I PLEASE GO TO SLEEP NOW?!Cloaked Ghost: No! I haven't had my turn yet!Kai:
Alright- but make it quick! >_



3 - Wakey wakey eggs and bacey!

*Poof*Kai: A graveyard?CLoaked Ghost: Yeppers! look over there on that hill.Kai: *Looks*Ghost:
HAHAH! MADE YOU LOOK!Kai: >_



4 - Ending of a LONG night...

(Knock knock)

Tyson: Who's there?

Kai: Kai!

Tyson: Kai who?

Kai: Enough with the knock knock jokes! Open up!

Tyson: *Opens door*

Kai: Well- apperently if I don't do this I spend my dirt nap alone with no mourners- so here. *Hands him a
turkey*

Eevryone: *Dramatic gasp*

Tyson: Thank you sir!

Kai: Oh yeah- here kid.

Little Maxy: A bag of gold?! Thank ye kindly, good sir!

Kai: Make good use of it and fix yer leg.

Hillary: Wow Kai- I always thought you were a selfish jerk!

Kai: I still am. After this Tyson has to work TWICE as hard to pay off the turkey and gold.

Narrorator: I'll fix that- And so, Kai told themm all he was just kidding and that he would swap houses
and possesions with them.

Tyson: WOW! REALLY?!

Kai: NO NOT REA-

Narrorator: So then, Kai handed them all his gold and the nice family left to go to their new home, whilst
Kai lived unhappily for the rest of his life being poor.

Kai: I HATE NARRORATORS! GAH! >_<

Narrorator: THE END. (Mwuhahaha...)
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